New TRA rates and Education Minnesota’s costing program
Background
As part of a package of legislative changes to Minnesota’s pensions passed in 2018, there is an increase in
the contributions that Minnesota school districts will be paying towards employee pensions, beginning in
the 2018-19 fiscal year.
Pension contributions will increase by 0.21 percent each year for until 2023.
Fiscal year effective
Employer contribution
Contribution amount
rate
above 7.5 percent
2018-19
7.71%
0.21%
2019-20
7.92%
0.42%
2020-21
8.13%
0.63%
2021-22
8.34%
0.84%
2022-23
8.55%
1.05%
2023 and beyond
8.75%
1.25%

Employee contribution
rate
7.5%
7.5%
7.5%
7.5%
7.5%
7.75%

Employers will only be responsible for the cost of a 7.5 percent pension contribution. Everything above
that amount is reimbursed by the state.
Because employers are only contributing the base rate of 7.5 percent, our costing program was set up to
account ONLY for those costs as a true, honest representation of total cost to the district.

What changed?
Employers typically purchase a costing program from a company called schoolfinance.com. The costing
program being sold to districts shows only the employer contribution rate at the new level, rather than the
true cost to the district at 7.5 percent.
If our costing program does not show the costs at the new contribution rates or account for the differences
between pension costs, it may be extremely difficult to reach agreement on the value of settlements.

How does our costing
program show the new
TRA rates?
The Info tab shows the increase in
contribution rates over the life of the
contract, both alone and combined
with FICA contributions.
The costing program will automatically
calculate pension costs based on the actual employer costs at 7.5 percent and the new annual rates and
show a comparison between the two. Negotiators only need to enter base data and manipulate the
program as usual to see the pension costs summarized.

The Base, Y1 and Y2 tabs summarize both the actual cost the district based on a 7.5 percent contribution
rate and the increased, reimbursed pension costs based on the new TRA rates. The graphics below show
an example of a settlement with the new pension costs and total package values comparisons.
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The total pension cost to the district in each year and each tab is summarized and the difference between
the district’s true cost and the new cost, which is the amount that will be reimbursed by the state, is
shown. This dollar value is important. If a district claims that they are already paying or can pay the
difference, this dollar value becomes an amount that should be negotiated as part of the overall settlement.

In short: don’t let the district get away with costing the pension increase as their expense.
The EdMN Salary Report tab is the settlement report that all locals send in to Education Minnesota each
year. This report shows only the value of the settlement with the new TRA amounts in an attempt to get a
total cost number that matches the district. It is an imperfect solution but the best one we have in order to
show the impact of the new TRA rates.

Please contact Andrea Cecconi at acecconi@edmn.org with questions.

